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Our New York Creative Center is located in midtown Manhattan, with inspiring 
views of Central Park and the city.  Our greatest resource is our team of seven 

perfumers, whose creative efforts are curated by our six evaluators, then supported 
with customized marketing stories and gorgeous, evocative graphics.  We welcome 

guests in our Tower Room, which features state-of-the art audio and visual technology.  
Additional meeting rooms are nestled on the 31st and 30th floors. 

FINE FRAGRANCE
CREATIVE CENTER 
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PERFUMERY LAB 

Location is everything, and speed-to-client 
is our New York lab’s core equity.  Our midtown 

site guarantees agility, with same-day turnaround 
and delivery on up to 150 pours per day, in 

hydroalcoholic solution or a selection of fine 
fragrance ancillary bases.
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THE GALLERY

 MANE Gallery is a dedicated space for 
exploring specific creative challenges faced by 
the perfume industry today.  Every 18 months, 
we stage a provocative installation, designed 

to educate, to entertain, and to stimulate 
dialogue around perfumery topics from every 
perspective:  olfactive, conceptual, marketing, 

packaging, sustainability, sourcing, R&D, extraction 
technologies, and more.  When MANE Gallery is 
not in season, the raw space serves as a modular 

meeting room, often merchandised with our 
seasonal trend insights.
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CONSUMER GOODS
FRAGRANCE DEVELOPMENT CENTER 

Our new state of the art 100,000 sq. ft. Fragrance Development Center 

located in Northern NJ is home to our Commercial, Creative, R&D and 

Corporate Teams. Our Creative Fragrance Development Team includes eleven 

Perfumers and twelve Fragrance Evaluators. Office space is replenished with 

100% fresh air allowing for an odor-free fragrance creation environment.
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MANE MART
A collaborative center for creative 

and market product inspiration. 
The space acts as a showcase to 
share “what’s new” and trending 

in fragrance, unique specialty 
ingredients, exclusive accords & raw 
materials. This boutique style space 

features products from all categories 
and spans distribution channels from 

niche to mass markets allowing for 
cross category inspiration.   
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 CONSUMER INSIGHTS CENTER
A flexible, 2,000 square foot facility to 

accommodate a variety of research needs.
The space is host to focus group sessions, in 
depth interviews and our proprietary P2C 

Perfumer to Consumer Workshops.
The testing room is fully equipped with audio 

and video capabilities and a large one way 
observation mirror.

Adjacent to the focus group room are six sensory 
testing booths and four sinks that allow for 

on-site consumer product testing. MANE has 
assembled an extensive, diverse demographic

consumer database and retains in house 
management of  all data collection and analysis.
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DOSING ROBOT

A Contexa volumetric dosing robot, holding 350 of our 
most commonly used raw materials, has the ability to dose 
up to 200 raw materials simultaneously. This technology 

reduces fragrance compounding time to seconds.
 

PERFUMERY LAB
 The 16 manual workstations are equipped with PPA 

interface to have the traceability of the manual part of the 
formulas. The workstations also feature Smart Flow units 
to manage odor, protect operators and promote a safe 

working environment. 
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SENSORY BOOTHS
 All 26 sensory booths (6 CI + 20 FD) were designed and improved based on our 
Bar-sur-Loup facility, imported and hand-built. Booths are fully automated with 
testing protocol allowing for standardized evaluation between Mane affiliates. 

The booths include an interface which allows users to 
manage testing protocols and reservation of the booths.

ADVANCED ANALYTICS LAB
 State of the art laboratory with instrumentation designed to analyze consumer 

products.  Capabilities include NIR, DSC, TGA, CC-FP, DEC and Polarizing Transmission 
Microscopy.  This unique lab has intensive air treatment to ensure the interior air space 

remains uncontaminated thereby ensuring accurate and consistent test results.
 

 
PERSONAL CARE & 

APPLICATIONS LABS
A spacious laboratory designed to staff up 
to 30+ chemists & technicians. Customized 

equipment installed to meet the future 
demands of our commercial business 

requirements.
 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT LAB
Newly designed laboratory for the 

creation of new technologies, innovations 
and applications. This space is 5-S 

compliant with several unique design 
features incorporated to serve MANE’s 

continued long-term growth.
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HOME FRAGRANCE APPLICATIONS LAB
A laboratory environment designed to staff 

up to 15+ chemists & technicians.  A custom one-of-
a-kind Wax Melting Station was designed to meet 

the demands of our Home Fragrance business.  
This station is temperature controlled through 

MANE’s WiFi network and can be accessed 
through a mobile phone App-Based program.  

  
CANDLE BURN ROOM

This room has the capability of testing up to 510 
(170 x 3) wicks simultaneously. Continuous air 

monitoring measures air quality both 
locally for the users and through the building 

management system for testing reference. 

ELECTRIC DIFFUSER ROOM
This space has over 500 plugs dedicated to the 

observation of activated plug-ins over time.
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HAIR SALON
Our contemporary, full service salon contains 
four sinks and four drying/styling stations to 
evaluate haircare product usage from start 
to finish. From shampoos and conditioners 

to styling products and raw materials, we are 
able to test through all phases of product 

development. The salon is designed for both 
internal fragrance testing and customer on site 

product evaluations.

LAUNDRY ROOM
The laundry lab includes 28 laundry machines 

representing a range of appliances used in 
households including stacking washers and 

dryers, top-loading washers, a commercial-grade 
washer and dryer, and air-drying clothes lines. 



PASSION, THE SECRET INGREDIENT

Cultivating the beauty of human nature 

At the heart of MANE’s professional organization, based on technologies, 
processes and talents, beats a heart moved by unlimited passion. 

The passion of a family, the passion of our people and the 
commitment of a team distillates into our products. 

A passion that gives the energy to react and succeed in a fast-moving world, a passion 
that leads us to a long term vision and the will to project MANE into the future.
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